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Wireless local area networks (WLANs) can adopt channel hopping technologies in order to avoid unin- 

tentional interferences such as radars or microwaves, which function as proactive jamming signals. Even

though channel hopping technologies are effective against proactive types of jamming, it has been re- 

ported that reactive jammers could attack the targets through scanning busy channels. In this paper,

we demonstrate that reactive jamming is only effective against channel hopping WLAN devices in non- 

dense networks and that it is not effective in dense networks. Then, we propose a new jamming attack

called “persistent jamming”, which is a modified reactive jamming that is effective in dense networks.

The proposed persistent jamming attack can track a device that switches channels using the following

two features, and it can attack the specific target or a target group of devices. The first feature is that

the proposed attack can use the partial association ID (PAID), which is included for power saving in the

IEEE 802.11ac/af/ah frame headers, to track and jam the targets. The second feature is that it is possible

to attack persistently based on device fingerprints in IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n legacy devices. Our evaluation

results demonstrate that the proposed persistent jamming can improve the attack efficiency by approxi- 

mately 80% in dense networks compared with the reactive jamming scheme, and it can also shut down

the communication link of the target nodes using 20 dBm of jamming power and a 125 ms response time.

In order to defend against the persistent jamming attack, this paper proposes three defense mechanisms

for anti-tracking and anti-jamming; a digital fingerprints predistortion, dynamic ID allocation, and dual

channel friendly jamming. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed defense mechanisms

are feasible and effective to significantly decrease the device tracking success ratio of the persistent jam- 

ming attack.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Wireless local area network (WLAN) technologies are an essen-

ial feature of everyday life because they are used in home net-

orking, smart mobile devices, network infrastructure, and much

ore. These applications require very high throughput and long

ervice coverage. In order to meet these demands of the users,

LAN technologies have been evolving to use wider channel band-

idths for IEEE 802.11n/ac [1,2] in the 2.4/5 GHz industry sci-

nce and medical (ISM) band, and they support lower receiver

ensitivity for a wider range of up to approximately 1 km for

EEE 802.11af/ah in the TV white space or sub-1 GHz frequencies

3,4] . As more and more wireless devices are connected and wire-

ess access points (APs) are densely deployed in the scarce fre-

uency spectrum and in the limited region, the failure probability
∗ Corresponding author. Fax: + 82 42 350 6222. 
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f packet transmissions is expected to increase due to interference

rom other devices and jammers. Because the 2.4 GHz band is al-

eady congested and the 5 GHz band will be congested soon [5] ,

he wireless environment may suffer severe interference from un-

ntentional jammers and intentional jammers [6,7] . 

Recent studies have demonstrated that various proactive jam-

ing methods such as constant, random, and deceptive jamming

an be launched easily in wireless networks [8,9] . Meanwhile, in

rder to manage jamming attacks, wireless nodes can adopt a

hannel hopping scheme through which nodes can switch their

hannel frequencies as required in order to improve the link qual-

ty [10,11] . If a certain channel is not available due to jamming

ignals, the wireless nodes switch channels to another idle chan-

el according to the channel hopping protocol; consequently, the

ireless nodes can avoid proactive jamming attacks. In the litera-

ure, several studies have proposed a smart jamming scheme called

reactive jamming ” for efficient jamming attacks [8,9] . The reactive

ammer, which is the most popularly discussed method for disturb-
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Table 1 

Comparison of conventional jamming schemes. 

Category Proactive Reactive 

Constant Random Deceptive 

Complexity Very simple Simple 

Jamming effect Bad Not bad Good 

Power efficiency Too bad Bad Good 

Detection probability High Med Low 
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ing channel hopping nodes, investigates a busy channel in order

to identify a channel-hopped node and begins emitting a jamming

signal as soon as it senses activity on that channel because the

shared nature of the wireless medium allows adversaries to easily

monitor the communications between wireless devices. Therefore,

even though the target nodes have switched to another channel

due to the jamming signal, the jammer can switch to the target

node’s new channel and attack again. However, the reactive jam-

ming schemes assume that attackers can locate a channel-hopped

target because the network is not dense [8–11] . If there are mul-

tiple devices using different channels, the challenging question to

the adversary is how to determine which channel is being used by

the target device. 

In this paper, we first demonstrate that the existing jamming

attacks are not effective against channel hopping devices in dense

networks. Because there are multiple nodes in the channel in

dense networks, a conventional jammer cannot identify the target

node’s channel among the multiple candidates due to the lack of

channel awareness and device information. In this situation, the

only way to disturb a specific node’s communication is to emit

a jamming signal to all busy channels and, consequently, the de-

tection possibility of the jamming attack increases and the jam-

ming efficacy decreases in terms of the attacker’s cost and attack-

ing damage. For this reason, a jamming attack in a dense network

is considered extremely difficult. 

Despite the limitations, in order to stop this, in this paper we

propose a new jamming method called “persistent jamming ”, which

is a novel attack in the form of modified reactive jamming. More-

over, we demonstrate that identifying a channel hopping device

and launching a jamming attack in a dense network are feasible.

Based on the observation that the partial association identification

(PAID) and device fingerprints can be used to identify channel hop-

ping devices in dense networks, the attacker can persistently track

and jam target devices. Our evaluation results demonstrate that

persistent jamming using the PAID and device fingerprint detection

can improve the attack efficiency by approximately 80% in dense

networks compared with the reactive jamming scheme, and it can

continuously degrade the throughput to close to zero against chan-

nel hopping target devices in order that the communication link is

disconnected with a 20 dBm jamming power and 125 ms response

time. To the best of our knowledge, there have not been studies

for anti-tracking and anti-jamming schemes against the exposed

persistent jamming attack. Therefore, in this paper, defense mech-

anisms are proposed and examined in real testbed and network

emulation framework. 

Our work provides the following four key contributions. 

• This is the first investigation of the limitations of the unpro-

tected physical (PHY) layer header that is identified using

PAID and fingerprints extracted from the frame header in or-

der to track a target device or a target group of devices, and

to examine the feasibility of persistent jamming. 

• In order to defend the persistent jamming attack, three

anti-persistent jamming mechanisms are proposed; a digital

fingerprints predistortion, dynamic ID allocation, and dual

channel friendly jamming. 

• Persistent jamming attack and defense are experimentally

evaluated in a field programmable gate array (FPGA) proto-

type that was designed and verified for commercialization

as an IEEE 802.11n/ac WLAN chipset. 

• The proposed attack and defense are also implemented and

evaluated in a cycle true and bit true emulation platform

in order to demonstrate its feasibility and performance in a

dense network. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 ,

we present the related work on the jamming attack and mitigation.
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire
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n Section 3 , we overview the WLAN frame format to discuss the

ecurity implications of frame headers, and propose the persistent

amming attack based on the security limitations of frame head-

rs. In Section 4 , we present the experimental setup and demon-

trate the evaluation results for the persistent jamming attack. In

ection 5 , we recommend security mechanisms to defend the per-

istent jamming attack and demonstrate the feasibility. The paper

s concluded in Section 6 . 

. Related work 

In this section, we present the related literature on jamming

ttack and mitigation. 

.1. Jamming attack 

Wireless LAN networks are highly sensitive to incidental and

ntentional interferences because they use a carrier sense mul-

iple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism and

n orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation.

EEE 802.11-based WLAN devices defer access to a channel if the

hannel is busy at the transmitter or if it cannot decode the dis-

orted OFDM modulated symbols at the receiver when the interfer-

nce exceeds a specified tolerance level. Interference occurs when

 node transmits a signal without verifying whether another node

s accessing the same channel through increasing the clear channel

ssessment (CCA) threshold. 

In this way, the malicious node achieves its goal by degrad-

ng the signal quality at legitimate receivers or by disabling chan-

el access at legitimate transmitters to disrupt the communica-

ion link or shut down legitimate devices. Thus, the availability

f the wireless network is subverted easily through jamming at-

acks, which easily allow an attacker to disturb the wireless de-

ices’ communications through emitting electromagnetic signals in

he wireless medium. Recently, increasing jamming attacks have

een reported because attackers can easily disrupt wireless com-

unications networks using commercial jamming devices and eas-

ly modified commercial products [7–9,12] . 

As depicted in Table 1 , there are two types of jammers: proac-

ive jammers and reactive jammers. The proactive jammers have

hree forms: constant, random, and deceptive [8] . As their names

mply, the constant jammer and random jammer emit a con-

tant jamming signal continuously and jamming signals at random

imes, respectively, while the deceptive jammer injects decodable

ackets into the channel. Proactive jammers are the most preva-

ent jamming form due to their easy implementation that attempts

o emit jamming signals irrespective of the traffic pattern in the

hannel, but they are inefficient in terms of attacking damage, de-

ection probability, and energy efficiency due to the lack of channel

wareness. 

In contrast, reactive jammers only emit a jamming signal if the

hannel is busy. If there is no traffic in the current channel, the

eactive jammer waits and senses the channel for a predetermined

ime, and then switches to a busy channel and continues to jam. It

s a more effective jamming attack even though the implementa-
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Table 2 

Conventional channel hopping schemes. 

Category Active type Passive type 

Subtype Proactive Reactive Firmware Manual 

Hopping method Predefined hopping sequence Error statistics Disconnection 

Applications Bluetooth, etc. WLAN, etc. 

Speed Fast Slow Very slow 

Deployment Not used in WLAN due to 

inefficiency and complexity 

Typical 
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ion is relatively complicated. This channel awareness allows for ef-

cient jamming because it must transmit short jamming signals in

 timely manner. The authors of [9] developed a software-defined

eactive jammer prototype and demonstrated that a real-time re-

ctive jammer is feasible and a serious threat to WLAN services.

owever, previous studies on the reactive jammer assuming non-

ense networks [7–9] are limited because it has a low attack suc-

ess rate when the target device switches to a different channel

n a dense network because conventional jammers cannot differ-

ntiate a specific device or target group of devices from multiple

andidates. In this paper, we focus on a realistic environment, i.e.

 dense network, in which there are multiple devices using dif-

erent channels and, in Section 4 , we experimentally demonstrate

hat the existing reactive jamming is not effective in dense net-

orks. 

.2. Jamming mitigation 

Traditionally, channel hopping and link adaptation techniques

ave been developed as solutions that mitigate the effect of

amming [13–19] . Channel hopping techniques attempt to avoid

ammed channels through changing the channel among the or-

hogonally available channel bands. As described in Table 2 , there

re three types of channel hopping schemes: proactive, reactive,

nd passive. A pair of nodes using proactive channel hopping has

 hopping sequence that periodically changes [14] . In a reactive

hannel hopping scheme, a node only switches to a different chan-

el if it detects the presence of jamming signal [ 13,15 , 16,18 ]. If a

oordinator or pair of nodes decides to switch channels, all other

odes in the network switch channels as well. 

Consequently, the proactive channel hopping schemes are fast,

ut they are not used in WLANs due to their inefficiency and com-

lexity, whereas reactive channel hopping schemes are slow but

re used in WLAN products. In some commercial devices, passive-

ype channel hopping using firmware enables users to switch

hannels [20] , and users can switch channels manually if the link is

isconnected. However, passive channel hopping schemes require

uch longer to avoid interference and could worsen the situation.

n addition, the IEEE 802.11 h standard defines the dynamic fre-

uency selection (DFS) mechanism in order to avoid interference

rom radars and other WLAN devices [13] . The DFS mechanism al-

ows an AP and its associated stations to dynamically switch to an-

ther channel in order to avoid interference. 

Link adaptation techniques can be used to improve link qual-

ty in order to compete with dynamically varying interference

17,19,21] . A node can mitigate the jamming effect in order to

ause the link to be more robust using link adaptation schemes

uch as transmit power control (TPC), modulation and coding

cheme (MCS) control, and CCA threshold control. Link adaptation

chemes can be effective against jammers that follow the equiv-

lent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) regulations determined

y the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), but a mali-

ious jammer may transmit signals without considering the trans-

it power limitations and emit radio interference with external

ower amplifiers even if the output is saturated. Therefore, typical
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire

(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.06.024 
egitimate nodes first attempt to adapt the link through controlling

he system parameters, and then they switch channels if the error

ate or link quality does not meet the system requirements. 

In order to mitigate jamming attacks, the authors in [8] and

10] proposed a series of basic detection methods based on the

HY layer. The basic concept of detecting the jamming attacks was

imple: the presence of jamming radio signals at the receiver can

ffect the received signal strength. In addition, there have been

everal studies on jamming effect analyses and interference mitiga-

ion methods [15,18,21] . The authors analyzed the jamming effects

n WLAN systems and presented the TPC and rate control as com-

etition against jammers. In order to achieve this, they presented

 smart jammer model that scans the entire spectrum of channels,

ocates a busy channel, and attacks again. However, in highly dense

etworks and congested spectra, the attacker cannot identify spe-

ific target nodes or a target group because there are numerous

andidates, and the busy state does not guarantee that the target

evices will be in the channel. Thus, the attacker cannot continue

o attack the target devices in dense networks. 

. Persistent jamming attack 

This section introduces the tracking approaches of PHY PAID

nd device fingerprint to trace the channel hopping target nodes

hat hop channels while communicating with the AP in order

o avoid jamming attacks. We review the frame format and de-

ict the limitations from a security perspective in Section 3.1 . In

ections 3.2 and 3.3 , we describe the persistent jamming attack

echanism that includes the tracking and jamming techniques us-

ng PAID and device fingerprints such as SNR and timing offset. 

.1. Security limitations on WLANs 

First of all, the security problem of persistent jamming can be

escribed by starting with a parable. Suppose Alice and Bob are

ommunicating with love letters in the cloud. A postman deliv-

rs the mail to the destination address (Alice) from source address

Bob) according to the specific commands and information on an

nvelope via a channel. There are lots of mailmen who are deliv-

ring mails in various channels. The mail contents are encrypted

n order to prevent a malicious person from reading the message.

n the other hand, the mail’s envelope is not encrypted, but there

re important information such as addresses, identification, affili-

tion, telephone number, fingerprint, and commands for delivery

ethod. There is a malicious Charlie, Alice’s boyfriend, who is a

elow-average intelligent boy, and another malicious Eve, Bob’s

irlfriend, who is a smart girl. Charlie attacks all mails in the en-

ire channels, and tries to prevent from delivering or decrypting

he mail contents, while Eve attacks specific mails which include

ob or Alice’s addresses or their fingerprints included in the un-

rotected envelope by a tracking and jamming attack approach. 

The story of the above love letter is a simple and motivating ex-

mple of the security limitations of the exposed frame header we

ill study in this paper. Alice and Bob are the legitimate nodes,
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 1. IEEE 802.11ac WLAN frame structure and persistent jamming attack. 
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and Charlie and Eve are the malicious nodes. Charlie is a conven-

tional attacker, and Eve is a proposed persistent attacker utilizing

frame header vulnerability. Mails and mailmen are messages and

channels. The information on the envelope is a frame header which

is not a protected part for high efficiency and fast delivery time of

messages in typical wireless communications. The mail content is

a payload which is encrypted by encryption mechanism and pro-

tocol in medium access control (MAC) layer. This story follows the

principle of wireless communications in our life. In this story, Char-

lie may be easily detected by policeman because of his inefficient

attacking approach, or he may fail to interrupt them and exhaust

himself. In this paper, we will investigate the security limitations

of the unprotected frame header in order to enhance the attack-

ing efficiency, and examine the feasibility of launching attacks of

jamming attack utilizing the vulnerability. We will demonstrate the

feasibility of WLAN attack using persistent jamming with tracking

capability in dense networks. 

As shown in Fig. 1 , even though a target node switches to an-

other channel in order to avoid jamming attacks, a persistent jam-

mer can identify the target node’s channel frequency based on the

frame header information: the ID information in the signal field

and the device fingerprint from the preamble. Then, the attacker

can use this information to attack more effectively in ways such as

tracking and jamming target devices, or jamming at a specific time

or frequency. Therefore, through capturing a single packet and ex-

amining its header, an adversary can determine the existence of

the target in a channel. The frame header information is becoming

more important because modern wireless communication systems

have been designed to support advanced transmission techniques

for high throughput, high energy efficiency, and quality of service

(QoS). Therefore, frame headers include more information for wire-

less connectivity in the evolving WLAN standards. Frame headers

are transmitted using binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation

and the lowest rate transmission mode (6 Mbps) in order to ensure

reliable reception. 

However, frame headers do not have protection mechanisms,

but the data payload is protected by security protocols and en-

cryption techniques. The encrypted data payload uses cryptography

to protect the data against eavesdropping, tampering, forging, and

other security attacks. Even if the frame is intercepted, the encryp-

tion causes the data payload to be unusable. However, the unen-

crypted header that contains the PAID and device fingerprint are

not protected: if the channel frequency of a transmitted packet is

tracked, an adversary can easily jam the link to prevent communi-

cation. This is a significant threat to wireless device users because

the channel frequency usage is important privacy information in a

wireless network, and this data can be tracked and jammed by an

attacker. 

Fig. 1 presents the frame structure of the IEEE 802.11ac stan-

dard specified in [2] . A frame contains a header, payload, frame

check sequence (FCS), and padding/tails. The frame header consists

of a preamble, signal fields, service field, and MAC header. The PHY

frame header is used in the signal detection, timing acquisition,

and signal decoding information, and the MAC frame header in-
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire

(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.06.024 
ludes the address information and control signals. The frame body

eld contains variable length data information which can be en-

rypted. The L-STF is used for carrier sensing, gain control, and

oarse frequency acquisition; the L-LTF is used for fine frequency

cquisition and channel estimation. The signal fields convey infor-

ation about the rate, length, and transmission mode for the re-

eiver to decode the remainder of the received frame. The PAID

s a 9 bits identifier contained in the VHT-SIG-A. The VHT-STF is

sed for fine gain control, and the VHT-LTF is used for channel es-

imation of the VHT frames. The VHT-SIG-B is used for user-specific

nformation in multi-user transmissions. The service field is origi-

ally used to initialize the descrambler. In the data fields, the re-

eiver decodes the incoming symbols and tracks phase errors using

ilots. Any receiver can detect the PAID included in the 802.11 PHY

eader or extract the device fingerprint from the STFs and LTFs be-

ause the frame header is not protected. 

In the IEEE 802.11ac/ah/af standard, the PAID in the PHY layer

eader is adopted in order to improve the power efficiency for

 specific user’s device. The PAID information is a good indica-

or for identifying a specific node, but there is no PAID informa-

ion in legacy frames such as IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n. Therefore, we

se both PAID and fingerprint detection for our persistent jam-

ing in this paper. Through utilizing the PAID information in the

rame header, a persistent jammer is able to detect the changed

hannel if it has captured the PAID information in previously at-

acked channels. If there is no device that supports power sav-

ng using PAID, an attacker can track and jam a specific target or

 group of target devices through analyzing the physical charac-

eristics from the frame header information and using the device

ngerprints. 

.2. ID detection 

Because WLAN devices use a contention-based channel access

cheme, the preamble and signal field should be detected and de-

oded by all nodes in the network in order to appropriately de-

er access to a channel. Based on the CSMA/CA protocol, each de-

ice must listen to the channel in order to determine whether it

hould decode the incoming packet. Although several MAC level

ower saving schemes exist, they are not designed for the awake

ode and they improve power efficiency through increasing the

leep period. 

In many consumer electronics, it is expected that an active

ode device has fewer changes in the sleep mode in order to

aintain an awake state that supports QoS. Therefore, the IEEE

02.11ac/af/ah standard defines the physical layer header informa-

ion in order to determine whether or not to listen and decode

n incoming data packet. The physical layer header information for

ower saving is called PAID, and it is used to identify the intended

eceiver so that non-intended receivers can avoid unnecessary sig-

al processing for the remainder of the packet and to allow micro-

leeps for physical layer power saving. 

In order that devices in the same or overlapped basic service

ets (BSSs) can avoid having the same PAID and to maximize the
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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ower saving efficiency, the PAID is determined by the device’s

AID using an offset based on the AP’s BSSID with which the de-

ice is associated. The additional offset minimizes the probabil-

ty of the same ID use among OBSSs. Therefore, the PAID in the

ignal field can be used to identify the destination of the packet

or any node in the wireless network. If the frame includes the

D information, it is much easier to identify the target node than

he device fingerprint detection because the false positive detec-

ion rate of the ID is as low as the error rate of signal field, which

s modulated using the BPSK and 1/2 code rate, as described in

ection 4.1 . 

As an alternative approach, MAC IDs such as address or SSID

an be utilized. The PHY signal field has its own cyclic redundancy

heck (CRC) so that the receiver can use it reliably at the beginning

f the frame, while the data field including MAC ID requires long

atency because CRC is attached at the end of the frame even if the

AC ID is not encrypted. Furthermore, PHY header is always mod-

lated by the most robust modulation and coding scheme, but the

AC header can be modulated by higher modulation and coding

cheme, which is more susceptible to channel noise and interfer-

nce. 

.3. Fingerprint detection 

Wireless fingerprinting techniques have typically been investi-

ated for device localization [22–24] . Location fingerprinting uses

eterministic and probabilistic methods for static estimation in or-

er to determine the position using the device’s physical charac-

eristics such as the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and

lock jitter. The wireless fingerprinting techniques can be applied

n location-based services or to improve the system security level. 

Several research demonstrated the feasibility and reliability of

hysical layer device identification, and malicious use cases of de-

ice fingerprinting were introduced [25–27] . However, device fin-

erprints for persistent jamming attack against channel hopping

ireless devices have not been investigated. In this paper, we

rst demonstrate that a wireless device can be tracked and at-

acked persistently if an adversary can extract fingerprints from

ny frames in the wireless channel. The attacker can track the

arget device based on the device fingerprints generated using a

nique circuit design. An electronic fingerprint or radio channel

ngerprint enables the identification of a wireless device using its

nique characteristics. An attacker is able to extract and analyze

he physical characteristics from the PHY header, such as timing

ffset, RSSI, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and error vector magnitude

EVM); then, it can track and jam a target device using the finger-

rints. 

In this paper, we describe how to extract the SNR and timing

ffset from these fingerprints in order to demonstrate the feasi-

ility of device tracking. Although any fingerprints can be used

or persistent jamming, we demonstrate the feasibility of the at-

ack using the SNR adjusted by the EVM or timing offset assisted

y both preamble and pilots due to high accuracy of estimation

nd reusability of the existing circuits in WLAN devices. Further-

ore, in order to improve the uniqueness, we combine two dif-

erent physical fingerprints, and evaluate them in Section 4.1 . In a

ighly dense network, if higher uniqueness of physical fingerprints

s required, we can combine a set of physical fingerprints. 

Fig. 2 illustrates digital receiving front-end for the OFDM de-

odulation and the impairment compensation. The digital receiv-

ng front-end is equipped with circuits to compensate for signal

istortion by an analog element and influence by a varying chan-

el, and includes tracking blocks to compensate for the influence

f a clock phase difference between a transmitting block and the

eceiving block. In the RF receiver, the received radio signal is

own mixed and separated to the in-phase and quadrature-phase
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire
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omponents. In this down mixing process, any mismatch in the

mplitude or phase response of the circuits for the in- and quadra-

ure component generation results in distorted baseband signals.

hese mismatches are typically manifested as the image genera-

ion of the signal itself on the other side of the frequency axis.

he unwanted DC signal is generated in various parts of the signal

ath such as in the mixer and analog to digital converter. Any DC

omponent with a large power not only reduces the precision mar-

in in the digital circuit but also interferes the modulated symbols

ear DC. In the analog circuit, there are DC cancellers at almost ev-

ry stage of the signal interface. To reduce the performance degra-

ation, the digital circuit also needs to remove it before any seri-

us signal processing starts. Then, the amplitude and phase mis-

atches between the in- and quadrature-phase signals are com-

ensated in the I/Q correction block. 

The carrier frequency offset should be corrected in the time-

omain not to destroy the orthogonality between subcarriers. The

emodulation is conducted by using the efficient fast Fourier trans-

orm (FFT). The SNR can be estimated after correcting carrier fre-

uency offset using long training sequences. The sampling and car-

ier phases can be corrected in the frequency domain. To track any

arrier phase variation and residual offset, phase tracking is per-

ormed after the time-domain correct. The carrier phase variation

s contributed from the analog PLL generating the carrier signal.

ince the symbol length is relatively long in the OFDM systems, the

ompensation of the carrier phase noise by using the transmit data

s slow, proportional to the symbol length. In the IEEE 802.11-based

LAN systems, the symbol period is 4 μs. This lengthy symbol pe-

iod limits the phase and frequency tracking capability to those

ithin tens of kilo-Hertz range. The other phase noise outside this

and should be lowered by the PLL circuit design technologies. So

he tracking loop is needed to compensate this phase accumulation

aused by the sampling frequency offset. The same compensation

oop can track any significant sampling phase noise. The received

ignal amplitude may vary due to the power-up time of the trans-

itter’s power amplifier. Any significant temperature change in the

adio circuit can also cause the signal amplitude variation. Assum-

ng the amplitude varies rather slow, a tracking loop can be built

o compensate this variation. The amplitude variation is tracked in

he frequency domain using the demodulated symbols. 

.3.1. SNR estimation 

As a signal quality indicator in a typical WLAN indoor wire-

ess channel, the SNR can be an important factor in link adaptation

ased on the transmission signal quality and channel propagation

oss in the received signal. An attacker can also use the measured

NR with the captured frame to determine whether a specific de-

ice uses the channel frequency in a typical indoor channel. In gen-

ral, the received signal can be expressed as the following equa-

ion. 

 = h · s + n (1)

In the equation, r is received signal, s is transmitted signal, h is

 channel matrix, and n represents additive white Gaussian noise

AWGN). The long training field is 8 μs in length and is composed

f two identical 3.2 μs symbols. As a result of the symbol rep-

tition, this long training field can be used to estimate the SNR

28] . The receiver extracts the two long training samples before

he fast Fourier transform (FFT) processing in order to estimate

he received signal quality including the transmitter/receiver im-

airments and channel propagation loss. In order to calculate the

oise power, the samples from the first long training symbol are

ubtracted from the samples of the second symbol. Moreover, the

wo symbols are averaged in order to calculate the signal power.

ith the measured noise and signal powers, the receiver can cal-

ulate the SNR for the received frame. Assuming that P n , P r , and P s 
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 2. Digital receiver for SNR estimation and time/frequency offset estimation. 
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s  
are the noise power, received signal power including noise power,

and signal power, respectively, SNR can be estimated as the follow-

ing equation. 

P n = 

1 

M 

M−1 ∑ 

m −0 

| s (m ) + n (m ) − s (m + M) − n (m + M) | 2 = 2 n 

2 

P r = 

1 

M 

M−1 ∑ 

m −0 

| s (m ) + n (m ) + s (m + M) + n (m + M) | 2 = 4 s 2 +2 n 

2 

SN R est = 

P s 

P n 
= 

P r − P n 

P n 
= 

2 s 2 

n 

2 
(2)

Here, M is 64 samples for 20 MHz bandwidth. In Eq. (2 ), s(m)

and n(m) are the signal and noise for the m th sample of the re-

ceived frame. If the bandwidth is increased, the receiver can im-

prove the accuracy by frequency diversity gain. Hence, SNR can be

calculated as the following Eq. (3 ). 

SNR [ dB ] = SN R est − 3 dB (3)

Based on the SNR estimation and packet error ratio, a wireless

device can determine channel conditions through measurement-

driven decision. 

The EVM is an error vector magnitude, which is a measurement

to calculate distance between the received sample points and the

ideal locations. The EVM can be calculated in the frequency do-

main using a more complicated calculation after estimating the

channel response and decoding the signal field, while the SNR can

be calculated in the time domain using a simple calculation with

two long training symbols [1,2,29] . The EVM is an estimate of the

error magnitude of the real signal as compared to the magnitude

of the ideal signal. For a given symbol, EVM is calculated as 

EV M = 

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

N ∑ 

i =1 

| R (i ) − I(i ) | 2 
N ∑ 

i =1 

| I(i ) | 2 
(4)

In the equation, R is the real signal, I is the ideal signal, N is

the number of measured symbols, and i is the measurement index.

The SNR typically has a linear relationship with the EVM [30] . In

addition, the EVM allows the receiver to further analyze the char-

acteristics through observing noise patterns in the frequency and

time domains as a different form of SNR representation. The EVM

is more useful in analyzing digitally modulated signals because the

receiver can use the long data payload or pilot subcarriers to mea-

sure the signal quality, even though it requires more multipliers

and adders to calculate the values of higher modulations. The EVM

is a good indicator for relating the analog impairment to the device

fingerprints. Through calculating the average EVM for every symbol

over the subcarrier indexes of a signal field and the pilot subcar-

riers during one packet, the attacker can identify the device using

the fingerprints. Consequently, the attacker can adjust the SNR cal-

culated at the preamble using the pilots’ EVM until the end of the

frame. 

3.3.2. Frequency/Timing offset estimation 

The carrier frequency offset (CFO) and sampling timing offset

are resulted from the oscillator difference between the transmit-
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire
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er and receiver. In the frequency domain, the phase rotation in-

reases as time passes and the amount of phase rotation increases

s the frequency increases, which is the same as in the sampling

hase error. The IEEE 802.11 standard limits the timing offset to

ess than + / −20 ppm for WLAN devices. According to the Fourier

ransform properties, the time shift of the time domain signal has

 phase rotation in the frequency domain representation of the sig-

al, where the amount of phase rotation increases as the frequency

ncreases. Thus, the frequency/timing offset estimator is derived

sing the least square rule [31] . In the derivation, the amount of

ampling phase error is assumed to be small in order that the ex-

onential term can be approximated using the linear function of

he phase error. The CFO is estimated twice using the short and

ong preambles. The initial coarse CFO is estimated using the short

raining field, and then the residual fine CFO is estimated using the

ong training field. The accuracy of the estimator can be improved

hrough using more subcarriers in multiple symbols. 

Since in OFDM systems, multiple modulated signals are trans-

itted in closely located carriers, even a small carrier frequency

ffset may destroy the orthogonality between modulated symbols.

s in any coherent modulation system, the OFDM receiver needs to

rack offsets caused by the crystal inaccuracy. The phase rotation in

he time domain can compensate the carrier frequency offset com-

letely as long as the estimate of the carrier frequency offset is ac-

urate. The carrier frequency offset can be estimated by measuring

he phase rotation between two symbols with some time delay. In

he IEEE802.11-based OFDM systems, two preamble structures are

upported, short and long preambles. The short preamble consists

f 10 repetition of the same symbol whose duration is 0.8 μs. The

ong preamble has two repeated symbols with the symbol period

f 3.2 μs. Since the symbols are repeated, the phase rotation ( = φ)

etween two successive symbols can be estimated without know-

ng the channel response as given by 

 = 

angle 

(
M−1 ∑ 

k =0 

r k · r ∗
k −L 

)

L 
, (5)

In the equation, M is the number of samples used for the es-

imation and L is the separation length in number of samples be-

ween two symbols. The estimated carrier frequency offset is the

hase rotation in one sample period. For the short preamble, the

 is 16 at the 20 MHz sample and for the long preamble, the L is

4. For the long preamble, whole 64 samples can be used for the

stimation. The estimation range of the carrier frequency offset is

imited to the phase rotation range caused by the frequency offset

n the L separate samples is less than 180 °. If the phase rotation

oes beyond the value, the direction of the frequency offset is not

istinguishable. Typically, the short preamble with the smaller L

han the long preamble is used for coarse estimation and the long

reamble for the fine estimation. 

The correction of the carrier frequency offset should be done in

he time domain to avoid the inter-carrier interference. The correc-

ion can be represented as 

 k = r k · e − j·ϕ·k (6)

In the equation, r is the received symbol, and y is the compen-

ated symbol. The estimated carrier frequency offset φ in Eq. (5 ) is
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 3. Experimental set-up for prototype system. 
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sed in the correction of the Eq. (6 ). As the time index increases,

he amount of phase rotation should be increased. In the hardware

mplementation, a phase accumulator can be used to obtain the

hase rotation at a given sample time. Furthermore, because the

arrier frequency and sampling frequency in wireless communica-

ions systems are driven by a common clock source, the frequency

ffset estimation result can be used to estimate the timing offset

n order to improve the estimation accuracy [32] . The initial value

n the timing offset estimator can be appropriately assigned using

he CFO estimation, which is calculated using the preamble in ad-

ance. 

After compensating the carrier frequency offset using the

reamble, there might be a residual offset, and the offset may vary

ver time due to the temperature change and insufficient sup-

ly power. Any causes to make the PLL unstable will contribute

o the variation of the carrier frequency. To track down this fre-

uency variation, a carrier frequency tracking loop should be im-

lemented as shown in Fig. 2 . The carrier frequency is estimated in

he frequency-domain and corrected in the time-domain to avoid

he inter-carrier interference. Then, the residual offset is adjusted

sing the phase offsets of the pilot tones in the data. During the

ata symbol period, the reliable frequency offset estimate can be

btained with the help of equalized data or pilot signals. Since the

hannel response is known during the symbol decoding process

nd the data (or pilot) is known, the phase rotation between two

onsecutive symbols can be estimated as the frequency variation.

he phase tracking result ( = ɛ ) can be represented as the following

quation. 

 = 

M−1 ∑ 

k =0 

( r k · h 

∗
k · s ∗k ) ( r k −L · h 

∗
k −L · s ∗k −L ) 

∗
(7) 

In the equation, r k is the received signal in the frequency do-

ain at the subcarrier index k, h k is the estimated channel re-

ponse, s k is the decoded or known transmit symbol, s ∗k is the

onjugate complex of s k and M is the number of subcarriers used

or the estimation. 

. Implementation and evaluation 

In this section, we describe the experimental setup for the pro-

otype and emulation for our proposed attack. The prototype is

sed for realistic experiments in the laboratory, and the emulation

nvironment is used for multiple BSSs. Then, we present the ex-

erimental results and discuss their implications. 

.1. Real world experiment 

.1.1. Experiment setup 

As shown in Fig. 3 , the experimental setup consisted of two

LAN prototypes, a commercial AP, a vector signal generator
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire
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VSG), a vector signal analyzer (VSA), and a spectrum analyzer.

he FPGA prototypes satisfy the functionalities and performance

equirements of the IEEE 802.11ac standard. One prototype is an

ttacker that performs a programmed jamming attack using a soft-

are controller, and the other prototype is a target node that com-

unicates with the commercial AP. The performance and function-

lities can be observed through monitoring software and a chip

cope. The target node and AP communicate on channel 44. If the

acket error count is larger than a predetermined threshold due

o interference, they switch to channel 60. The VSG functions as a

eighbor node that sends IEEE 802.11ac compliant frames in chan-

el 52. A spectrum analyzer is used to monitor the full span spec-

rum in the ISM bands, and the VSA is used to analyze the signal

haracteristics and its effect. 

The image in the right of Fig. 3 also illustrates the developed

LAN prototype, which consists of ( 1 ) MAX2829 RF IC, ( 2 ) ana-

og device AD9780 digital-to-analog converter (DAC), Texas Instru-

ents ADS4249 ADC, ( 3 ) four Xilinx Virtex6 FPGAs, and ( 4 ) an

RM Cortex-A5 processor. The four FPGAs are programmed for

unctionalities in the IEEE 802.11n/ac system, which has been ver-

fied with commercial products to meet the Wi-Fi certification re-

uirements. The developed WLAN prototype can be utilized for a

ersistent jamming attack, and if the hardware of the other WLAN

roducts supports functionalities for IEEE 802.11ac, such hardware

an be used for the proposed attack. In order to reduce devel-

pment cost, a universal software radio peripheral (USRP) can be

sed to develop the WLAN prototype as an alternative to the FP-

As. 

This prototype was developed in order to verify the functional-

ty and performance of the digital baseband PHY/MAC system be-

ore silicon manufacturing process. The circuits targeted in the pro-

otype were designed to support IEEE 802.11a/g/n/ac with a single

ntenna and to support a high data rate of up to 433 Mbps in the

.4 GHz and 5 GHz ISM bands. The RF IC is connected to the digital

aseband through the ADC and DAC ICs operating at a 160 MHz

ampling rate. The digital baseband controls the RF transceiver,

hich changes the system parameters including the TX/RX mode,

ain, channel frequency, and filter mode through external pins or

 serial-to-parallel interface (SPI). 

.1.2. Experiment results 

All test results were measured in a laboratory environment. The

xperimental setup consisted of two FPGA boards: one was an at-

acker and the other was a target node. Fig. 4 illustrates the exper-

mental setup for the throughput measurement at the target node

hen the attacker used different jamming schemes: reactive and

ersistent jamming. Fig. 4 (a) illustrates the configuration of the

ammer, neighbor node, target node, and access point, and Fig. 4 (b)

llustrates the FPGA prototype (jammer) and vector signal genera-

or (neighbor node). 
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 4. Experimental set-up: (a) overall test configuration (left), (b) jammer (right). 

Fig. 5. Wired test: ROC curves of device fingerprints. 
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There is a target node and an AP that communicate in channel

44 or channel 60 using channel hopping in order to avoid jamming

signals. They control the transmission rate using link adaptation to

mitigate channel variations and jamming effects. In channel 52, a

neighbor node periodically sends packets, which are generated by

a vector signal generator. The jammer is implemented on the FPGA

prototype through setting a high level CCA threshold in order to ig-

nore other nodes’ transmissions, and the jammer generates a jam-

ming signal based on a jamming strategy: a reactive or a persistent

jamming scheme. 

Fig. 5 presents the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

curves of the measured fingerprints in the wired tests. When the

input power was larger than –50 dBm, the false positive rate was

less than 1% for 80% true positive rate. Small incoming signals at

the receiver sensitivity level had an accuracy of 3% (Timing off-

set) and 10% (SNR) false positive rate for 80% true positive rate.

In these conditions, the digital baseband could estimate the SNR

and timing offset as accurately as 1.6 dB and 1 ppm using pream-

bles in the physical layer header for the full dynamic range. The

SNR-based fingerprinting method is particularly effective for indoor

channels because it is not significantly affected by multipath prop-

agation. Furthermore, the accuracy is generally adequate for most

indoor wireless applications but could be reduced through tempo-

rary physical obstructions or deviations in the radiation pattern of

the target device. In low input power regions, the timing offset-

based fingerprinting method has the potential to achieve higher

accuracy than the SNR-based fingerprint method because the SNR

and EVM are influenced more by various noise sources at the re-

ceiver in low input power regions. 
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire
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Fig. 6 (a) depicts the experimental setup used to measure the

etection success ratio of the PAID and fingerprints in wireless

onditions. We measured the standard deviation of the SNR and

iming offset in wired and wireless conditions. First, we tested the

tandard deviation in wired conditions using RF coaxial cables and

F attenuators. The VSG transmitted signals with an 8 ppm tim-

ng offset and the transmitted signals had various power levels.

he jammer measured the timing offset and SNR based on the

eceived preambles. A Litepoint IQxel vector signal generator was

sed to create all packets, which were modulated and coded us-

ng MCS0 (BPSK and R = 1/2) and were transmitted in the 40 MHz

andwidth. 

The wired test enabled full control of the channel conditions

nd precise control while monitoring the results. Then, we per-

ormed a wireless test at different locations. We measured the de-

ection success ratio in five different locations in order to include

arious wireless indoor channel and interference effects. The pro-

osed jammer was located where the packet delivery ratio (PDR)

nd detection success ratio (DSR) of the PAID and device finger-

rints on the SNR and timing offset could be measured. Locations 1

nd 2 had line-of-sight (LOS) conditions, while Locations 3, 4, and

 had non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. The fingerprints were

easured in root mean square (RMS) values and the standard de-

iation of over 100 packets. 

As shown in Fig. 6 (b), we also measured the detection success

atio of the transmitted packet from different wireless conditions.

he results demonstrated that the ID detection success ratio was

igher than 90% for all locations, and the fingerprint detection suc-

ess ratio was higher than 80% for all locations. The fingerprint de-

ection performance was also related to the detection threshold.

wo thresholds were used: Threshold 1 (TR1) had a 2 dB SNR and

 ppm timing offset threshold, and Threshold 2 (TR2) had a 4 dB

NR and 2 ppm timing offset threshold. We observed that there

as a trade-off related to the threshold between the detection suc-

ess ratio and false positive detection ratio. If the threshold was

arge, the persistent jammer’s detection was more frequent. How-

ver, the false positive detection probability also increased. In con-

rast, if the threshold was small, the misdetection probability was

igher. The TR1 and TR2 were selected as optimal threshold sets

or accurate detection and fast detection in order to cover the full

ynamic range of the WLAN, respectively. A fundamental limita-

ion of the accuracy that could be attained when measuring fin-

erprints resulted from the random noise and fading effects. How-

ver, if the distorted packet was filtered and adjusted by EVM and

iming offset from pilots at the receiver, the SNR and timing offset

easurement directly reflect the signal quality determined using a

nique device. Furthermore, the PHY-based ID and fingerprint de-

ection was faster than MAC-based schemes. 

We compared the jamming effectiveness of the persistent jam-

ing attack with a reactive jamming attack through observing the

hroughput at the target node. As shown in Fig. 7 (a), the reactive
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 6. Wireless test: (a) wireless measurement condition (left), (b) detection success ratio vs. location (right). 

Fig. 7. (a) A throughput measurement at target node for jamming attack reactive jammer (upper), and persistent jammer (lower), and (b) jamming efficacy: throughput vs. 

speed and power. 

Table 3 

Experiment conditions. 

Condition index Jamming type Speed Power Speed + Power 

1 Reactive (0 .125,0) (2,20) (0 .125,20) 

2 Persistent (2,0) (2,0) (2,0) 

3 (1,0) (2,5) (1,5) 

4 (0 .5,0) (2,10) (0 .5,10) 

5 (0 .25,0) (2,15) (0 .25,15) 

6 (0 .125,0) (2,20) (0 .125,20) 
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ammer succeeded in its first attack on the target node within ap-

roximately 65 s (above) and 45 s (below). After the target node

witched to a different channel, the reactive jammer could not at-

ack it because the reactive jammer attacked channel 52 rather

han channel 60. In contrast, the persistent jammer switched to

he target device’s channels. As a result, the measured throughput

as continuously degraded even though the target node switched

hannels. In order to evaluate the efficacy of the jamming schemes

ver the attacker’s capability, different response times and transmit

owers were used as described in Table 3 . In this table, ( x,y ) refers

o the condition with x second response time (R T ) and y dBm

ransmit power (T P ). The reactive jammer used only the fastest re-

ponse time and largest transmit power in order to obtain the best

erformance, while the persistent jammer had various response

imes and transmit powers for comparison with the reactive jam-

er. 

Fig. 7 (b) presents the effective throughput over the condition

ndex from Table 3 , as a function of the jamming speed and trans-
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire
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ission power for reactive and persistent jammers. The results in-

icate that reactive jamming is significantly less effective than per-

istent jamming, which can significantly reduce the throughput of

he target node in dense network conditions. The reactive jammer

ould not improve the jamming efficacy in the communication link

ven though it had the fastest response time and highest transmit

ower, while the persistent jammer could improve as the speed

nd power increased. As we presented in Section 2.1 , due to the

nefficiency and complexity, WLAN devices use the reactive chan-

el hopping schemes or passive-type channel switching scheme in-

tead of the proactive channel hopping schemes. 

Therefore, in the current WLAN technologies, the target nodes

hange their channel frequencies slowly when link quality is de-

raded statistically. If we assume that target WLAN devices can

witch the channel very fast, channel scanning speed is impor-

ant for persistent jamming attack. The jamming speed including

hannel scanning time and detection processing time is related to

he jamming efficacy. The test results indicate that jamming effi-

acy could be improved when jamming speed is faster. Regarding

he channel scanning time, there are three orthogonal channels in

.4 GHz ISM and 19 channels in 5 GHz ISM band in 20 MHz chan-

el unit. Therefore, it is possible to detect the target node when

he attacker switches at most 5 times for full channel scanning be-

ause IEEE 802.11ac supports 80 MHz band operation. 

.2. Large-scale emulation 

.2.1. Experiment setup 

In the developed prototype, it is difficult to evaluate the sys-

em in dense network conditions because it is necessary to have
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 8. Emulation environment, channel mode, and MAC model. 
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numerous hardware and software resources or expensive equip-

ment. In order to overcome such problems, a software-based emu-

lation environment can reduce the evaluation cost and experimen-

tal setup time. Therefore, the hardware behavior and performance

can be emulated in the developed emulator. The hardware is man-

ufactured using a hardware description language (HDL) in order to

perform synthesis, place, and routing with various tools. 

Our FPGA prototype system was initially developed to be veri-

fied using a hardware-like C emulator. The emulator has been de-

scribed with hardware architecture, and it has a cycle-true and

bit-true description. That is, the emulator is programmed like a

register transistor level (RTL) description model, and it has tim-

ing and bit widths for all signals. This emulator was verified using

a bit-matching process between the RTL and C model. The emu-

lation performance curves are the same as the performance mea-

surement results on the RTL targeted FPGA prototype system. In

this way, we developed an emulation model that evaluates attack

methods in dense networks. 

Fig. 8 presents the emulation model used to analyze the jam-

ming effect in dense network conditions. The emulation model

consisted of two WLAN models for the sender and receiver, a chan-

nel model, a jammer model, and a dynamic spectrum congestion

model. The WLAN model had the same function and performance

as the developed commercial hardware design. The channel model

was developed with the IEEE 802.11 recommended channel model

including RF/analog impairments. The dynamic spectrum conges-

tion model randomly generated traffic from multiple nodes in the

network. The jamming model could support one jamming strategy

among the random, reactive, and persistent strategies. The target

WLAN model could mitigate the jamming effect and channel vari-

ation using channel hopping and link adaptation. This emulation

model enabled the investigation of the jamming impact in dense

network conditions. 

There were three models in the simulation model: two WLAN

models for one AP and one station, and an interferer model for ad-

jacent channel interference (ACI) or co-channel interference (CCI),

which is generated using a jamming model and dynamic spectrum

congestion model. The impairments that are analyzed include the

multipath channel, mismatch between the in-phase and quadra-

ture phase, carrier phase noise, carrier frequency offset, sampling

phase noise, sampling frequency offset, signal amplitude variation,

and adjacent channel interference variation. The channel models

were modeled to have realistic RF/analog and wireless channel im-

pairments. 

We applied a 50 ns root mean square (RMS) delay spread chan-

nel model. The channel model included a RAPP power amplifier

with a 10 dB backoff. The phase noise was 104 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz,
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire
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hich was generated using the pole-zero model. The impairment

odel had a residual frequency error that is caused by oscilla-

ors with 8 ppm stability at the legitimate transmitter and re-

eiver. Because the RF PLL and ADC clock use the same oscil-

ator, the timing offset introduced by the ADC was 8 ppm. For

implicity of jamming efficacy comparison, we assumed that the

acket size was 10 0 0 bytes and the packet interval was 16 μs.

he SNR and signal-to-interference ratio varied randomly for every

acket. 

Fig. 8 also presents the MAC model, which consists of a TX, RX,

rror counter, scheduler, power control unit (PCU), and link con-

roller. In order to simulate the proposed scheme in a dynamically

arying channel, a link adaptation scheme should be considered.

he link adaptation algorithms are grouped into two classes: auto

ate fallback (ARF) and SNR-based rate control [17,19] . The ARF is

 statistic-based scheme that has a slow response but simple im-

lementation, whereas the SNR-based rate control is fast and uses

he SNR as a good link quality indicator. However, the optimal rate

nd SNR are not correlated in certain link conditions. In this emu-

ation, the combined scheme of ARF and SNR-based link adaptation

as used as the jamming schemes. The link adaptation scheme is

perated as an SNR-guided rate adaptation scheme [19] in order to

anage the high fluctuations of the SNR, and it adjusts the trans-

ission rate adaptively to the varying channel conditions accord-

ng to the adaptive ARF. This type of combined rate control is ef-

ective in improving the link quality under dynamically interfered

arying channel conditions. 

.2.2. Evaluation results 

We developed an emulation environment in order to evaluate

he efficiency of the proposed attack strategy and conventional at-

ack strategies in a dense network. The jammer can transmit pack-

ts using random jamming, reactive jamming, and persistent jam-

ing strategies. In the emulation model, there are multiple BSSs

ith 8 access points. Each AP uses 8 different channels in the

 GHz ISM band. There is one target node, one malicious node, and

ther legitimate nodes in multiple BSSs. There are up to eight legit-

mate nodes in the network. The access point transmits 20 0 0 pack-

ts with a 10 0 0 byte length to the target node. The target node ex-

eriences varying channels in terms of SNR and interference levels.

Fig. 9 presents the degraded throughput for the jamming

chemes versus the number of BSSs. Increasing the number of BSSs

auses more co-channel and adjacent channel interference in the

arget device when the jammer is transmitted at a small transmis-

ion power (0 dBm). As a result, if there is no malicious jammer,

he target node is only affected by interference from other legiti-

ate nodes in multiple BSSs. The random jammer has the worst
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 9. Jamming efficacy: throughput vs. number of BSSs. 
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erformance. It is interesting that the reactive jammer is only ef-

ective if there are no other nodes, except the target node. How-

ver, the persistent jammer significantly degrades the throughput

erformance of a target node in dense network conditions. 

If the jammer transmits 15 dB higher jamming power, which

s equivalent to 15 dBm transmission power at the output port of

he RF amplifier, the measured throughput was close to zero for

ersistent jamming. This indicates that the effective throughput

an be made zero through corrupting every packet being transmit-

ed. In contrast, other jamming schemes were not significantly im-

roved compared with the “w/o jammer” case. The evaluation re-

ults demonstrate that persistent jamming can improve the attack

fficiency by approximately 80% in dense networks compared with

eactive jamming schemes, and it can disconnect the link of the

arget node with a 20 dBm jamming power and 125 ms response

ime. 

. Defenses against a persistent jamming attack 

In this section, we recommend anti-tracking and anti-jamming

efenses against the persistent jamming attacks exposed in the

revious section. In order to protect the ID information in the

HY header, we propose including a dynamic ID allocation mecha-

ism during the standardization process for the next generation of

LANs. In addition, as potential countermeasures against the de-

ice fingerprint tracking, we recommend digital predistortion and

riendly jamming techniques from an implementation perspective. 

.1. PHY security mechanisms 

.1.1. Fingerprint protection: digital fingerprint predistortion 

The WLAN standards define the tolerance levels for impair-

ents at the receiver. In order to support high data rates and QoS,

ll digital receivers are required to include compensation circuits

or RF/analog and channel impairments. Specifically, WLAN re-

eivers include compensating circuitries such as IQ mismatch cor-

ection, DC cancellation, carrier frequency offset correction, sym-

ol synchronization, and sampling time/frequency phase tracking.

hus, if a legitimate transmitter predistorts the transmission sig-

als that can be compensated at the legitimate receiver, an at-

acker cannot track the device fingerprints, and at the same time,

he legitimate receiver can successfully receive the signals. 

Design of the high throughput WLAN is focused on two impor-

ant things. One is to provide the maximum data rate and through-

ut in a near area where a channel is stable and has a high signal-

o-noise ratio. The other is to maximally widen a reaching range
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire
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y minimally reducing a PHY data rate when the signal-to-noise

atio is poor due to long distance. In other words, when chan-

el conditions are fine, a WLAN device can afford to be secured

ufficiently by utilizing digital predistortion of fingerprints such as

ime/frequency offset and signal/noise level at the cost of data rate.

hen the channel conditions are poor, the reaching range should

e secured sufficiently by decreasing the data rate or frame length,

nd thereby increasing reliability. In the poor channel conditions,

igital predistortion is limited to only distort offsets in a tolerance

ange not to degrade signal quality. 

Fig. 10 shows a secure WLAN transceiver which performs digital

ngerprint predistortion and impairment correction. In the trans-

itter, digital baseband generates a data frame. The data is con-

erted to symbols and these symbols modulate the subcarriers

f the OFDM system by using the inverse fast Fourier transform

IFFT). The cyclic prefix to mitigate the intersymbol interference is

nserted to each OFDM symbol. Then, in the digital fingerprint pre-

istortion circuit, various characteristics such as frequency/timing

ffset, signal/noise power level, I/Q phase/amplitude ratio, and DC

ffset can be distorted or compensated to randomize fingerprints.

or example, predistorted offset φi and noise n i can be added for

 th frame. When i is frame index, k is subcarrier index, and x is

ource signal, the predistorted transmitting signal y is described as

he following equation. 

 

i 
k = x i k · e − j·ϕ i ·k + n 

i (8) 

The IEEE 802.11 standards require that the transmitters have

o more than 20 ppm of frequency offset. Since frequency accu-

acy is determined by the crystal, it means that the crystal’s fre-

uency does not deviate from the required frequency by more than

0 ppm over temperature and time. Thus, the maximum tolerable

ffset at the receiver should be less than 40 ppm when consider-

ng both sides of TX and RX. In this work, in order to protect de-

ice fingerprints, the digital transmitting front-end block predis-

orts frequency/timing offset, signal power, and noise level by a

nit of a packet. During the transmission period, the transmitter

istorts and sends a data packet as much as a randomly selected

ffset in the range of the offset tolerance. The offset tolerance can

e estimated based on the previously received frames. For exam-

le, in the previous frame, the measured offset was 5 ppm, and the

ffset tolerance is 35 ppm. Accordingly, the receiver can accurately

stimate and compensate the offset without performance loss if

he sender distorts the offset in the range of the offset tolerance. 

In order to distort the signal-to-noise ratio, it is required to

now the current link quality and the required link quality. A wire-

ess device can measure and estimate the link quality based on

he previously received frame between two communicating nodes.

n general, the performance of the state-of-the-art chipset solu-

ions is about 20 dB superior to the standard requirement in terms

f transmitter accuracy (6 dB) and receiver sensitivity (14 dB). Fur-

hermore, transmitter can send lower data rate packet and dis-

ort signals randomly controlling signal power and noise power

n the wider range because the lower data rate mode is more ro-

ust to various analog and channel impairment. For example, if the

easured link quality is −30 dB EVM and BPSK modulated signal

hich requires −5 dB EVN, the transmitter can increase noise level

r decrease signal power level in the 25 dB range to distort SNR or

SSI. 

If a legitimate transmitter predistorted the transmission signals

sing a specified amount of offsets and SNR for every packet that

an be tolerable at the legitimate receiver, it is difficult for an

ttacker to track the device fingerprints because the periodically

hanged offsets and signal quality due to the digital predistortion

cheme are hidden from others. If the legitimate node randomly

hanges SNR and timing offset in the range of the tolerance level

or every frame, the attacker cannot track the fingerprints due to
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 10. Secure WLAN transceiver for digital fingerprint predistortion and correction/tracking. 

Fig. 11. Digital fingerprint predistortion and dynamic ID allocation. 

Fig. 12. Frequency offset vs. EVM over frame length. 
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the randomness while the legitimate receiver can reliably decode

the frame. The primary drawback of SNR predistortion against ma-

licious fingerprint detection is that it may degrade a legitimate

node that has an insufficient SNR margin in a given link quality

and data rate, while timing-offset predistortion does not degrade

the performance at the receiver in a tolerable offset range. 

5.1.2. ID protection: dynamic ID allocation 

One of the most important operations in the handshake of any

wireless networks is the proper authentication of the user. In the

current WLAN standards, the signal information in the physical

layer header is not protected; thus, the ID in the signal field can be

tracked by attackers. A complete solution would be to use a crypto-

graphic mechanism that uses a shared key in the MAC layer in or-

der to achieve authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality. However,

the conventional cryptographic mechanisms require key manage-

ment to distribute, refresh, and revoke the keys. Due to the inef-

ficiency in terms of complexity and overhead, a non-cryptographic

scheme in the PHY layer is required for device identification. For

example, in a typical indoor wireless channel, the channel response
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire
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ecorrelates rapidly in space [8] . In addition, the channel reci-

rocity property between a transmitter and receiver can allow le-

itimate users to use the channel response as a shared key because

n attacker, who is located in a different location to the legitimate

sers, has different channel frequency responses. In other words,

hese channel-based authentication and identification approaches

xploit the uniqueness of the connected link channel as an authen-

icator to distinguish between a legitimate node and an attacker.

he legitimate receivers can reliably extract the ID information

ased on the channel frequency responses of the received frame

f the legitimate transmitter sends the ID information encoded us-

ng channel frequency responses. Several studies have investigated

he channel-based authentication method, and demonstrated that

apid decorrelation is feasible in real testbed [8,30,33,34] . 

However, the primary drawback of non-cryptographic device

uthentication using channel reciprocity is that the channel and

odes should be stationary. Thus, it is only applicable to typical

ndoor environments. Furthermore, from an implementation per-

pective, in order to fulfill the reciprocity principle at the RF and

nalog transceivers that have different circuitry components, both

ransmission and reception paths should be calibrated for similar-

ty in the transfer functions of the forward and reverse links. In

rder to achieve link equivalence, calibration schemes using addi-

ional circuitries and protocol or signal processing algorithms are

equired in the system design. Therefore, in this paper, as an effi-

ient and practical ID protection method, a dynamic ID allocation

echanism is proposed. 

In the cellular network, temporary mobile subscriber identity

TMSI) can be tracked by eavesdroppers on the radio interface.

herefore, the cellular network can change the TMSI regularly in

rder to avoid the mobile node from being tracked [35] . How-

ver, in the latest WLAN standard such as IEEE 802.11ac/af/ah,

here has not been considered the security issue of the unpro-

ected frame header during the design of frame structure. The

AID is allocated to a station using an AP when the station as-

ociates with the AP, and the PAID is maintained until the station

s disassociated. This static ID allocation allows an attacker to reli-

bly snoop and capture the ID information in the wireless channel.

owever, if the ID is changed periodically based on an encrypted

ncoding sequence update between the station and AP, it is dif-

cult for the attacker to track the target. Therefore, in this work,
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 13. Digital predistortion and dynamic ID allocation. 
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 dynamic ID allocation mechanism is proposed to overcome this

roblem. 

From an implementation perspective, dynamic ID allocation is

easible by including an encoding sequence in the encrypted field

o protect the PHY ID of the next frame. For example, as shown

n Fig. 11 , the sender encodes the ID with a random encoding se-

uence which is successfully delivered in the previous frame, and

ncludes the next encoding sequence in the encrypted field. The

ncoding function e(x,y) can be implemented in various forms. In

his paper, the output of the encoding function e(x,y) is determined

y a bitwise exclusive OR function of x and y . If the receiver uses

he encoding sequence as a key, it can decode the ID. If a frame

or PHY security is not delivered due to noise or interference, the

ommunicating nodes keep the previous encoding sequence. Fur-

hermore, if the node or group of nodes updates the ID when it

witches channels, it is more difficult to track the targets from the

revious channel. 

.1.3. Friendly jamming 

The authors of [36] proposed that friendly jamming could not

rovide strong confidentiality because data can be extracted from

he correlated signals in certain conditions. According to [36] , it

s only true for simple modulation systems in narrow bandwidths
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire

(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.06.024 
nd low radio frequencies. However, because the efficiency of the

amming signal cancellation is inversely proportional to the band-

idth and radio frequencies, it is difficult for an attacker to extract

he device fingerprints from friendly jammed signals in WLAN sys-

ems that use OFDM modulation in wide bandwidths and high ra-

io frequencies, if the target node transmits friendly jamming sig-

als during the unprotected PHY header transmission. In an imple-

entation viewpoint, WLAN systems which adopt multiple anten-

as for multiple input multiple output (MIMO) or non-contiguous

arrier aggregation techniques can easily support the friendly jam-

ing utilizing the existing hardware resources for transmitting in-

ependent spatial streams. 

However, the primary drawback of friendly jamming is that the

ireless devices must have extra hardware circuits in order to gen-

rate the jamming signals and, consequently, they consume more

nergy and cost. This scheme may be only applicable for APs and

ot for mobile devices because the energy consumption is an im-

ortant criterion when evaluating portable devices and sensors due

o the impact on battery life. In addition, friendly jamming on the

rame header field leads to degradation in the signal detection per-

ormance at the receiver side of the legitimate node. 

Therefore, in this paper, a dual channel friendly jamming

cheme is proposed. This approach does not require extra hard-
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 14. ID and fingerprints detection success ratio. 

Fig. 15. Defense effectiveness evaluation. 
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ware resources such as RF, DAC, and baseband transmitter. Instead

of concurrent transmission in two different channels using two

separate hardwares, the dual channel friendly jamming scheme

uses separate frequency channels as a legitimate transmitter and

a friendly jammer in a time-division duplexing manner. The le-

gitimate transmission can adopt the proposed digital predistortion

and dynamic ID allocation scheme while the friendly jamming sig-

nals maintain the same fingerprints. In this case, it makes the per-

sistent jammer track the friendly jammer in the different channel

instead of the legitimate node. 

5.2. Implementation and evaluation 

The proposed defense to successfully protect fingerprints and ID

from persistent jammer is evaluated based on the FPGA prototype

and network emulation methodology which were used for attack

evaluation. 

Fig. 12 illustrates the effect of frequency offset for various frame

length in the prototype testbed. The EVM has been measured for

varying frequency offset over different frame length. The experi-

ment was repeated for 10 0 0 times, then the accumulated values

are averaged. The offset correction error should be less than 1%

of the subcarrier spacing to have a negligible performance degra-

dation [37] because OFDM is susceptible to frequency offset due to

the reduction of amplitude loss of the desired subcarrier and inter-

carrier interference caused by neighboring carriers. As a result, the

100 ppm case cannot tolerate more than 550 symbol length frame
Please cite this article as: I.-G. Lee, M. Kim, Persistent jamming in wire
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or a negligible EVM loss of 3 dB, whereas the 60 ppm case can tol-

rate 800 symbol length frame. Here, the 60 ppm case includes the

ffset equal to or less than 60 ppm. In the long frame length, the

erformance was degraded by the inter-carrier interference mainly

aused by the frequency offset. The negligible EVM loss is deter-

ined by data rate and length of the transmitted frame. For ex-

mple, the transmitter EVM for 256-QAM modulated signal is re-

uired to be a minimum of −32 dB. On the other hand, there are

o specifications given for a receiver EVM. Instead, the receiver is

pecified by the receiver sensitivity for a given data rate. For exam-

le, at a certain distance, a receiver might require −28 dB EVM for

56-QAM modulated signal to successfully decode the signals. To

ave some margin for channel and network variations, the allowed

requency offset might be even lower than the tolerance level. Oth-

rwise, the transmission data rate or length should be reduced to

rovide more robustness. As shown in the figure, to support a cer-

ain EVM for 800 symbol-length frame, say −30 dB, the carrier fre-

uency offset should be 60 ppm or less. If the frame length is 400

ymbols, EVM is not degraded even by 100 ppm offset. 

Throughput is calculated by dividing the length of a success-

ully transmitted packet by the time taken to transmit the packet.

herefore, overhead time other than the time that the packet oc-

upies a channel should be reduced to increase the throughput.

n order to reduce the communication overhead caused by the

nterval among preamble, header and random backoff in a MAC

ayer, a method of using aggregation and a block acknowledg-

ent (ACK) to secure a channel occupying right for a predeter-

ined time is used. The aggregation and block ACK technology

an increase the throughput as it can transmit long packets for a

hannel-access right. However, the aggregation frame transmission

lso has a problem in that errors propagate due to the long packet

ength. Large timing offset can greatly affect the packet error ratio

ecause residual offset error propagates and increases error vector

agnitude in the long aggregation frame. In a poor SNR channel,

esidual offset does not degrade the performance for long frames

s much as the high SNR channel because low SNR becomes a ma-

or noise source. 

Fig. 13 clearly shows the advantage of adopting digital finger-

rints predistortion and dynamic ID allocation. In this experiment,

 −34 dB EVM high quality link was assumed. The ID update pe-

iod is 10 frames. Digital fingerprints distortion function provides

he ranges of 40 ppm offset including the inherent offset and 20 dB

NR. In this experiment, the receiver requires at least -5 dB EVM

o decode the BPSK modulated signals successfully. Thus, there is

bout 3 dB margin. As a result, EVM loss at the receiver was less

han 4 dB and packet error ratio was zero. When the digital finger-

rints distortion and dynamic ID allocation are used, a persistent

ammer could not track the target communicating nodes at all in

his condition, and packet error ratio is zero. This indicates that

igital fingerprints predistortion and dynamic ID allocation mech-

nisms are effective to prevent from device tracking and persistent

amming attack. 

Fig. 14 shows the ID and fingerprints detection success ratio.

he experiment was conducted under the same condition with

ersistent jammer’s ID and fingerprint detection performance eval-

ation in Fig. 6 . If any defense mechanism was not adopted in the

ystem, measurement results demonstrated that the ID detection

uccess ratio was higher than 90% for all locations, and the finger-

rint detection success ratio was higher than 80% for all locations.

owever, if the proposed defense mechanisms were enabled, de-

ection success ratio was significantly decreased because a persis-

ent jammer could not track the device fingerprints and ID which

ere changed by digital predistortion and dynamic ID allocation

echanism. 

Fig. 15 demonstrates network emulation results for the effec-

iveness of the proposed defense mechanisms under the persistent
less local area networks: Attack and defense, Computer Networks 
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amming attack. In this experiment, two defense combination cases

re examined; i) ‘PJ defense w/o FJ under PJA’ case employs digital

ngerprints distortion and dynamic ID allocation mechanism with-

ut friendly jamming (FJ) under persistent jamming attack (PJA),

nd ii) ‘PJ defense w/ FJ under PJA’ case performs digital finger-

rints distortion and dynamic ID allocation with the dual channel

riendly jamming. If there is at least one legitimate node, the digi-

al predistortion and dynamic ID allocation can mitigate the effect

f the persistent jamming attack. On the other hand, if there is no

eighboring node, defense performance is poor because persistent

ammer does not have another choice. In this case, if the proposed

ual channel friendly jamming scheme is adopted, it can reduce

he detection success ratio of the persistent jamming attack, but

easured throughput is lower than the ‘PJ defense w/o FJ’ case

ue to the increased overhead. This indicates that throughput can

e improved if an appropriate defense policy is determined by an

xistence of another active node. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we examined the limitations of the existing jam-

ing schemes against channel hopping WLAN devices in dense

etworks. Even though it is natural for malicious jammers to at-

empt to identify target nodes in dense networks, this has not been

nvestigated in jamming attack scenarios thus far. Therefore, we

roposed and developed a persistent jamming attack to track and

am the target devices based on the PAID and device fingerprints in

he frame header. Furthermore, we evaluated the effectiveness of

he jamming schemes through empirical experiments and demon-

trated that persistent jamming can attack target nodes in dense

etworks even though they adapt the channel frequency to avoid

amming signals. The evaluation results confirm the superior effi-

iency of the persistent jamming strategy in a dense network en-

ironment in dense network conditions. Finally, we recommended

ffective anti-persistent jamming defense mechanisms to protect

he PAID and device fingerprints. 

Almost all modern wireless communication systems have the

ame security limitation in the frame formats which have an un-

rotected frame header. For low latency and high efficiency, the

rame headers are not encrypted in typical wireless systems. Thus,

ny device can decode the signal information and detect the device

ngerprints. However, the frame headers of the modern wireless

ommunication systems include more information for advanced

ireless connectivity. If the frame header is not protected, a persis-

ent jammer can track and jam, or an eavesdropper can track and

verhear the communication. Therefore, in this paper, anti-tracking

nd anti-jamming defense mechanisms are proposed. The proto-

ype experiment and network emulation results show that the pro-

osed defenses are effective in mitigating harmful effects of the

ersistent jamming attack. As future work, we plan to apply the

ersistent jamming attack for other wireless networks to test the

xtendibility of its efficacy and investigate more efficient defense

echanisms against persistent jamming attacks in terms of com-

lexity and defense performance. 
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